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SUMMARY REPORT

A NOTE FROM THE MAASTO BOARD
OF DIRECTORS
Despite the transformational changes that
2020 brought, industry, government and
researchers are working to rapidly advance
connected and automated vehicle (CAV)
technologies. CAV technology has the
ability to dramatically increase safety by
reducing the number of deaths on our roadways and expand
opportunity for many that experience transportation
barriers. These technologies can even help reduce the
impacts of Covid-19, by providing remote delivery of
important goods, medical services, and medical supplies in a
time where we are all working together to find solutions to a
global crisis.
Our state departments of transportation play a unique
role in convening, collaborating, innovating, and ensuring
these technologies meet the needs of the communities we

serve. The Mid-America Association of State Transportation
Officials (MAASTO) continues its tradition of gathering
experts and leaders together, by convening the MAASTO
CAV Committee and developing the MAASTO CAV Regional
Strategy. This summary report and subsequent workplan
was developed in partnership with the 10 MAASTO states,
from workshop discussions, surveys, and one-to-one
conversations to reflect new ideas for innovation.
MAASTO recognizes our important role, and reaffirms our
commitment, to planning and preparing for the unknown
future these – and other changes – will bring.

CRAIG THOMPSON
Secretary, Wisconsin Department of Transportation
Chair, MAASTO Board of Directors
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1. WELCOME AND OVERVIEW
The 2020 MAASTO CAV eSummit was held virtually on
October 22-23rd. Summit host, Margaret Anderson
Kelliher, Commissioner of the Minnesota Department of
Transportation opened the summit, welcoming attendees.
Anderson Kelliher noted that Minnesota is looking at publicprivate partnerships to advance CAV technology. MAASTO
can collaborate to advance some of the more challenging
areas in planning for CAV, including addressing labor and
workforce development and promoting educating and
outreach. The energy around the region gathering around
this topic is exciting and we must continue to focus this
energy into putting our ideas into action.

“We in MAASTO have laid a
strong foundation for our collective
CAV efforts and will continue to
lead the nation in collaboratively
planning and preparing for
the future these transformative
technologies will bring.”
- CRAIG THOMPSON, SECRETARY, WISDOT AND
CHAIR, MAASTO BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Craig Thompson, Secretary of the Wisconsin Department
of Transportation and MAASTO Board Chair recapped the
2019 CAV Summit hosted in Madison. While MAASTO never
could have imagined what would transpire in 2020, the fact
that the region continues to look up from the challenges of
COVID-19 to plan and prepare for the future shows the role
of state government in innovation, planning and action. At
the 2019 summit MAASTO recognized the importance of
involving numerous stakeholders, including voices that have
either been left behind in transportation, and new voices
that are developing these technologies that can address
transportation barriers. MAASTO has been, and will continue
to be, a leader in proactively and collaboratively developing
policy and technical approaches to an interoperable
transportation system that serves all.
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SUMMIT GOALS
1.

Understand how the region should plan and prepare
for CAV by hearing from MAASTO member states’ CAV
programs, national researchers and CAV leaders.

2.

Finalize the 10-Year CAV Regional Strategy through
facilitated breakouts.

MAASTO CAV GOALS
1.

Develop a CAV regional strategy

2.

Collaborative information sharing

3.

Research and testing partnerships and pooled funds

4.

Uniform polices and laws

5.

Outreach and education

6.

Coordinated policy and pilot projects

7.

Organizational alignment and coordination

8.

Establishing the Midwest as a leader in CAV

9.

A unified vision for CAV

MAASTO CAV VISION,
MISSION AND VALUES
Vision: A national leader in collaborative
advancement of connected and automated
technologies to increase transportation
safety, create a thriving Midwest economy,
shape national transportation policy, and
enhance quality of life.
Mission: Advance regional safety and
collaboration to promote unified policy,
interoperability across boundaries, and
establish cooperative public-private
partnerships to safely test and deploy
emerging technologies that advance regional
and community transportation needs.
Values: Safety, sustainability, equity and
mobility
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MAASTO STATE PARTICIPATION

AUDIENCE MAKEUP

IA 12%

2%
3%

75%

WI 26%

8%

OH 2%
2%

7%

IL 1%
IN 3%
KS 2%
KY 2%

3%

MO 4%

MI 13%
MN 35%

AFFILIATION
Advocacy (3%)
Consultant (7%)
DOT (75%)
FHWA (2%)

MIDWEST STATES
Industry (3%)
Research (8%)
Local Gov’t (2%)

MAASTO CAV VISION AND VALUES
The Chair of the new MAASTO CAV Committee - Kristin White
of the Minnesota DOT, and Co-Chair Elise Feldpausch of
Michigan DOT - outlined the work of the new CAV Committee,
which was launched in June 2020. A memorandum of
understanding was signed in June 2020, memorializing
the region’s commitment to convening, collaborating, and
planning together. This MOU – the first of its kind in the
country – commits the region to: (1) Ongoing information
sharing of best practices, (2) collaborating on regional projects,
(3) developing a regional CAV strategy, and (4) hosting an
annual summit. The Committee also worked with the Board to
develop the region’s CAV vision, mission and values.

AUDIENCE AND ATTENDEES

Iowa (12%)
Illinois (1%)
Indiana (3%)
Kansas (2%)

Ohio (2%)
Wisconsin (26%)

MAASTO STATE PROGRAM CAV
UPDATES
Nine of the ten MAASTO states presented an overview of
their CAV programs, including their respective state CAV
laws, planning work, state task forces, major CAV projects,
and other priorities. MAASTO states recommended the
region focus on:
1.

Coordinated projects, research and federal grants

2.

Develop a regional public engagement strategy and
toolkit

3.

Create actionable messaging to educate and inform
legislators about CAV

4.

Engage law enforcement to support CAV legislation

5.

Develop a regional data sharing and integration model
similar to the Western State Rural Transportation
Consortium (www.westernstates.org/Projects/OSS/
Default.html)

Over 150 attendees attended day 1, which included
representatives from: state DOTs; university and research;
federal and local government; industry; consultants; advisory
council and state task force members; and advocacy groups. 6.
Representatives from all 10 MAASTO states attended the
7.
summit, with over 60% of the summit attended by Minnesota 8.
and Wisconsin DOT staff and leadership.
9.
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Kentucky (2%)
Michigan (13%)
Minnesota (35%)
Missouri (4%)

Develop a CAV workforce development across DOTs and
understand CAV impacts to jobs
Identify commonalities and differences within the region
Develop common strategic investments strategies that
promote safety for human drivers and CAVs
Develop a regional CAV corridor on I-90, I-70 or another
common corridor
MAASTO: CONNECTED AND AUTOMATED VEHICLES SUMMIT
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2. MAASTO MEMBER STATES’ CAV
PROGRAM-AT-A-GLANCE
Organizational readiness,
planning and strategy

Infrastructure
Investment

Research and Data

ILLINOIS

•

Supporting Autonomous Illinois initiative under
Executive Order

•

University of Illinois is creating a
testing track

•

Launched Autonomous Illinois initiative to
test CAVs and collaborate across sectors

INDIANA

•

No dedicated CAV staff. Activities coordinated
across DOT
Adjusting freeway capacity to address future
AV changes

•

Looking at low-cost investments
to improve existing infrastructure,
including TSMO
ITS project connecting all 2,500 traffic
signals over 5 years

•

Involved in connected vehicle pooled fund
study
Expanding ITS cameras and fiber in metro
areas
Planning for work zone connected vehicle
data for hard braking
Has a few connected corridors but waiting
for FCC rulemaking on DSRC vs. 5G before
installing more RSUs

•

•

•
•
•

IOWA

•
•
•
•
•

KANSAS

•
•
•
•
•

KENTUCKY

MICHIGAN

•
•

•
•
•
•

MINNESOTA

•
•
•
•
•

MISSOURI

•
•

OHIO

•
•

Closely following CAV developments
Program focus on cooperative automated
transportation (CAT)
Through the Iowa AT Advisory Council,
developed the Iowa AT Vision and roadmap
Developed CAT service layer plan as part of the
Iowa DOT TSMO program
Full-time automated transportation (AT)
program manager serves as the agencies lead

•

Created Division of Innovative Technologies in
2017 with 2 staff
Created statewide task force
Unmanned aerial systems (UAS) key part of
program
Created a CAV vision plan in 2020
Developing a CAV implementation plan

•

•
•

•
•
•

•

IKE program directs investment in
fiber optic, innovative technology, and
broadband

•

Internal CAV task force established
Developing a CAV strategy and using scenario
planning to update long-range plans

•

Created an office with full-time staff
Internal CAV Working Group within DOT
Hosts monthly CAV trends webinars
CAV Strategic Plan developed with strategies
across the DOT
Supports Advisory Council, Innovation Alliance
and an inter-agency policy team

•
•
•
•

Do not have a specific CAV office, but a small
team from across the DOT
Current long-range plan addresses CAV

•

Drive Ohio and Fly Ohio programs
Focusing on ground vehicle infrastructure,
automated and connected mobility, air vehicles
and electric infrastructure

•
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•

•

Office of Future Mobility established in 2020 to
increase investment
Developing CAV strategic plan to integrate all
the agency’s goals, based off Minnesota’s
Long-range transportation plan now includes
CAV and ITS across all modal plans
Recruiting high-tech workforce for emerging
technologies

Created a new Division of Budget and Strategic
Initiatives to lead emerging issues across the
DOT
Created a non-driving advisory group and
transportation stakeholder task force
Developing regional strategies on
communications, partnerships, readiness and
organizational alignment

•

•

•
•

•
•

Updated pavement marking policy to
use 6-inch pavement markings
Updated policy to require dotted line
extensions across on and off ramps
Supporting the new CAVnue CAV
connected corridor

•

Has 2 connected corridors and
Investing in fiber, signal upgrades
CAV corridor planning projects
Piloting L4 shuttles in Rochester, Twin
Cities
Testing C-V2X signals with snowplow
priority and bike/ped detection
Conducted a statewide fiber
investment and partnership plan

•

Installing 1,500 signals with connected
vehicle technology across the state

•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

WISCONSIN

Connected signalized intersections to
meet the national SPaT deployment
challenge
Enhanced weather reporting with
Pikalert
Investing in 6-inch pavement markings
and developing policy for new
Interstate construction

•

Working with Iowa State University to be
a leader in work zone technology, data
exchanges, and lane closure warnings
The University of Iowa, in partnership with
the Iowa DOT, received a federal grant for
ADS demonstrations in rural areas

Looking at pilot projects in wind warning,
pavement markings, incident management,
freight movement and data.
Using LIDAR to inventory signs and other
infrastructure to manage assets
U of Kentucky developed tool to allow
looking at safety benefits as SAE level
changes in vehicles
Work zone data exchange
Researching CAV workforce impacts, how to
manage ITS infrastructure
Unmanned aerial systems (AS) research
Dynamic message sign crash effectiveness
and traffic flow is being assessed

Allows ‘innovation time’ (10-15% of work
time to innovate)
CAV Challenge a new procurement model to
develop unique CAV partnerships

Exploring predictive analytics using CAV data
Piloting autonomous truck mounted
attenuators
Testing HAAS alert emergency response
notification system

Smart Mobility Corridor construction
near completion of 35-mile CAV-ready
corridor
Planning a Smart Logistics truck
automation corridor on I-70
Received ADS grant to study rural
impacts of technology

•

FlyOhio is designing, testing and deploying
automated aircraft. SkyVision program offers
airspace monitoring

Investing in DSRC, SPaT mapping and
adaptive signals

•

Looking at micro-mobility and CV work zone
research
Researching vehicle crash data download
formats

•
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Law & Policy
ILLINOIS

•

INDIANA

• Limited legislative activity; discussing
micro-mobility and automated delivery
• DOT reviewing micro-mobility growth and
DOTs role

• Vehicle platooning law passed in 2018

• https://www.in.gov/indot/

• AV bill and legal framework approved in
2019 with rulemaking activities nearing
completion
• Supports Advisory Council’s work and
vision: https://iowadrivingav.org/

• Removed following distance restrictions to
support platooning

• Equity and accessibility activities are being
discussed and addressed in the Iowa AT
Advisory Council, Policy & Legislative
subcommittee
• https://iowadrivingav.org/

IOWA

Illinois Autonomous Vehicles Association
launched with public and private partners

KANSAS

• 2016 analyzed state laws to see what
barriers exist for CAV
• Informing and educating legislators

KENTUCKY

• 2016 analyzed state laws to see what
barriers exist for CAV
• Developed benchmarks and updates
needed for future AVs
• Informing and educating legislators

MICHIGAN

MINNESOTA

• Co-chairs National Strategy on
Transportation Automation with AASHTO
• I-CAV Team developing AV and automated
delivery policy frameworks
• Innovation Alliance developing CAV data
framework

MISSOURI

• State law does not currently address CAV
• Platooning prohibited under state law

•

WISCONSIN

Projects include first and last mile
commuter solutions, CAV shuttle projects,
EV charging, and systems testing

• http://www.ksdot.org/

• Truck platooning passed in 2018. No
platoons to-date

• Promoting CAV opportunities to improve
safety, mobility and logistics since 20% of
population is 65 or older
• https://transportation.ky.gov/

• Michigan Mobility Challenge awarded $8M
to 13 projects using technology to solve
mobility gaps for seniors, persons with
disabilities and veterans

• https://www.michigan.gov
• https://www.planetm.com/
• https://www.planetm.com/ofme/

• Passed truck platooning law in 2019
• Testing autonomous freight technologies at
MnROAD off-site testing facility

• Education a top priority
• Developing a statewide messaging and
engagement plan
• Conducted largest CAV public survey
• Conducting stakeholder interviews and
demonstrations across the state to allow
communities to see first-hand how the
technology operates
• http://www.dot.state.mn.us/automated/
index.html
• https://www.modot.org/

OHIO
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Equity, access, education
and outreach

AV Freight & Platooning

• Participating in NHTSA AV TEST Initiative
and Partner for Automated Vehicle
Education
• https://drive.ohio.gov/wps/portal/gov/
driveohio

• Reviewing vehicle registration, liability and
operations policy

• Passed legislation, effective in 2018,
eliminating following distance requirement
to allow vehicle platooning if electronically
connected

• Created an external advisory group to
collaborate on CAV topics and non-driver
mobility needs
• https://wisconsindot.gov/Pages/aboutwisdot/who-we-are/comm-couns/
avcommittee.aspx
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3. COMMONALITIES AND DIFFERENCES
ACROSS STATE CAV APPROACHES
COMMONALITIES ACROSS THE REGION

Organizational

Strategic planning: Most MAASTO DOTs are
developing CAV strategic plans and internal
readiness strategies.
Task Forces and Councils: Most DOTs support state
CAV advisory councils or task forces with appointed
state leaders.
CAV staff: DOTs have identified either CAV lead staff
or created a CAV office or division.

Infrastructure

Coordination

Law &
Policy

Multi-Modal

AV freight and platooning: Nearly all DOTs
support truck platooning. Automated freight is a
top interest to the region due to its unique
geographic location and ability to promote goods
delivery.
Mixed, multi-modal fleet: Most of the region
uses a strategic approach to address a mixed fleet
and innovations that help human drivers, active
transportation users and multi-modal CAVs in
transit, freight and other modes.
Policy reviews: Most states are reviewing state
laws to understand what state policy barriers exist
for CAVs. There is strong support to inventory
these policies as a region and develop a common
policy framework.
DMV and public safety coordination: There is
strong interest in aligning DOT work with
Departments of Motor Vehicles and ensuring public
safety and law enforcement are involved in
MAASTO work.
Infrastructure improvements: Most DOTs are
advancing 6-inch pavement markings with more
visible contrasts and advancing connected work
zone solutions. The need for broadband and fiber
investment is common across the region.

MAASTO: CONNECTED AND AUTOMATED VEHICLES SUMMIT

DIFFERENCES WITHIN
MAASTO
1. Few designated offices: While a majority of states
have staff identified to lead activities, few DOTs have
designated CAV offices.
2. COVID impacts to CAV investment: Some DOTs
have pulled back on investment in CAV due to
the fiscal uncertainty surrounding COVID and the
decreased transportation revenues. Other states are
continuing to innovate and deploy projects during
the pandemic.
3. Drones and shared mobility: Few states incorporate
UAS and drones into their CAV programs. Some CAV
programs are inclusive of electric vehicles, shared
mobility and air mobility trends, whereas other DOTs
split up this work within their agency.
4. Patchwork regulations: Some state passed AV
testing laws, others have had challenges working
with legislatures to pass AV testing and platooning
authority.
5. CAV corridor development: Some MAASTO states
are developing CAV corridors that present a unique
opportunity to share lessons learned. Other DOTs
are taking a more cautious and strategic investment
approach.
6. Pavement marking policy: Several states have
enacted broad policy to install 6-inch pavement
markings. Others are waiting on the national
standards to be formally adopted.
7. Micro-mobility and local coordination: Some DOTs
are looking at how they can support local micromobility programs while others view this as a more
local issue.
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4. NATIONAL CAV EFFORTS
A panel of national experts shared information about their work
and how the regional can coalesce to lead the Midwest into the
future. Jay Hietpas, Minnesota DOT Assistant Commissioner of
Operations, moderated a panel which included:
•
•
•
•
•

John Corbin, Federal Highway Administration
Collin Castle, Michigan DOT / Cooperative Automated
Coalition (CAT) Coalition
Virginia Reeder, Eastern Transportation Coalition
Cathie Curtis, American Association of Motor Vehicle
Administrators (AAMVA)
Ron Thaniel & Tim Drake, Intelligent Transportation
Society of America

The national experts provided the following overview of
their programs and discussed how the region can prepare
together in some of these areas.
U.S. DOT Federal Highway Administration
– FHWA is developing a national roadway
automation readiness concept of operations
(ConOps) to create a shared roadmap and
system integration. This high-level framework will align
terminology, use cases and address what role government
should have, to a more active role. The ConOps looks to a
2035 horizon where CAVs exist in a mixed fleet environment
with freight, transit, and active transportation users. FHWA
is engaging multiple stakeholders over the next year.
Cooperative Automated
Transportation (CAT) Coalition
– The Coalition combines expertise from federal, state, and
local governments, academia, industry and trade associations
to address critical program and technical issues related to the
nationwide deployment of CAV. Working groups include: (1)
Policy and legislation; (2) Strategy; (3) Technical Resources; (4)
Planning and Scenarios; (5) Infrastructure Owner Operator
(IOO)/Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) forum; ad (6)
Infrastructure and Industry. Each group has a workplan with
deliverables which need MAASTO representation to provide
technical feedback, engagement, and other support efforts.
The Eastern Transportation Coalition - This
collaborative includes 17 states, D.C. and 190
agencies to support regional interoperability and
information sharing. They cover 40% of the US population, 38%
10

of the nation’s jobs, and 35% of the vehicle miles traveled. The
Coalition’s 2021 goals address infrastructure, legislative and
regulatory issues, testing and deployment, and data. The
Coalition is currently working on: a regulatory and policy
assessment, signal maintenance agreements for CV technology,
and standard RFP language for CAV projects.
AAMVA – AAMVA works with a broad coalition in
vehicle/driver programs, law enforcement, and legal
policy. They published the Safe Testing and Deployment of
Vehicles Equipped with Automated Driving Systems Guidelines
in September 2020. This provides recommendations to
jurisdictions that facilitate a consistent regulatory framework
to balance current public safety with the advancement of
vehicle innovations. MAASTO should look to this guidance as
they develop policy.
ITS America – ITSA advances
transportation technologies nationwide, including vehicle-toeverything (V2X) technologies to increase safety and
efficiency. ITSA has several task forces, including the V2X Task
Force to deployment connected vehicle technologies and
advocating for federal policy for AVs. A national framework is
needed to support regions like MAASTO to develop uniform
policy and programs.
If there is only 1 thing a DOT can do to prepare for CAV, what
would it be? Engage and get involved nationally. Learn how
your organization can be adaptable and flexible. Find out what
national resources are available. Research existing best practices.
Talking internally across your department and state agencies.
Collaborate and include law enforcement in discussions. Support
a federal AV policy framework. Support the US DOT in convening
government and industry to find consensus.

“MAASTO should be commended
on its leadership, being the first region
to convene on this topic and develop
a regional CAV approach, showing
the Midwest’s long-history in leading
transportation into the future.”
- JOHN CORBIN, FHWA
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5. REGIONAL RESEARCH
MAASTO CAV Committee Co-Chair and Summit Co-Host Elise
Feldpausch of Michigan DOT moderated a panel with key voices
from the region’s research programs, including:
•
•

Laurie McGinnis, University of Minnesota Center for
Transportation Studies
Frank Douma, University of Minnesota Humphrey School
of Public Affairs
Raphael Stern, University of Minnesota School of
Engineering
Neal Hawkins, Iowa State University
Omar Ahmad, National Advanced Driving Simulator,
University of Iowa
David Noyce, University of Wisconsin Traffic Operations
and Safety Lab
Zahra Bahrani Fard, Michigan Center for Automotive
Research

growth mindset, leadership, system thinking, task
management, communications, etc. CAR recommends
developing a program similar to Chamber of Commerce’s
Talent Pipeline Management to map skills, strengthen
academic partnerships, host internal DOT succession
planning sessions and diversity training for emerging tech.

Minnesota - The University of
Minnesota Center for Transportation
•
Studies (CTS) is developing a CAV
Research Strategic Plan, which includes
•
purchasing an experimental high-speed
•
vehicle and a low-speed shuttle for
interdisciplinary research. The Plan
•
addresses research in cold weather, equity, public perception
and trust, connected vehicles, vulnerable road users, and
•
workforce development. Research includes understanding
how CAVs will impact traffic flow with lower-level
automation. CTS and Minnesota DOT are partnering in an
Iowa – Iowa State is researching how to
equity-driven approach to address social isolation, mobility
understand which lanes are open or
and accessibility challenges, including a suburban
closed in real-time and participating in
autonomous shuttle that connects senior and low-income
the FHWA work zone data exchange. Iowa residences, a daycare center, rec center, and schools.
uses FHWA’s Pikalert system to share
road weather data out 72 hours. They’re also updating
Wisconsin – Wisconsin has connected
pavement markings with shadow stripes with higher contrast.
corridors and is developing simulation
The Automated Driving Systems for Rural America project with
models. Wisconsin is participating in the
the University of Iowa’s National Advanced Driving Simulator
SPaT challenge, and considering how
research hopes to reduce the fact that 19% of Americans live
information will be processed by
in rural America but 50% of traffic fatalities are on rural roads.
humans, addressing the best way to
This research uses video collection, rider trust and acceptance
share information without overloading
data and data on ride stress and anxiety.
users. They’re also developing a data processing system to
Michigan – The Center for
Automotive Research is a nonprofit
supports the auto industry in
high-tech workforce preparation.
They’re looking at core
competencies, including mobile
robotics, advanced traffic
management systems, data analytics, mechanistic empirical
design and engineering workforce needs for the next 10
years. Five major DOT skills include architecture and
engineering, computer and modeling, construction, physical
and social sciences and management. Soft skills include
MAASTO: CONNECTED AND AUTOMATED VEHICLES SUMMIT

develop real-time data. They’re partnering with American
Family Insurance Data Science Institute to address data for
insurance industry.
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6. LESSONS LEARNED

PARTICIPANTS CLOSED THE FIRST DAY OF LEARNING AND INFORMATION SHARING BY
ANSWERING “WHAT’S THE FIRST WORD THAT COMES TO MIND?”
Major takeaways from MAASTO member states included:

•

•

Equity and access: CAV can expand access, mobility and
equity. CAV impacts all modes.

•

Keep talking with lots of people. Keep sharing the great
•
lessons learned! More in-depth collaboration between
the MAASTO states will no doubt set us up for success.

•

MAASTO is a leader: Celebrate the depth of work
and collaboration to-date. There is a lot of work still to
do but it is encouraging to see what all the states are
doing. The MAASTO region has a powerhouse of friends
and members who are really smart! The volume and
diversity of ideas and implementations that the varying
states are undertaking is astounding.

12

•

Prioritize a regional approach: Focus on priorities. A
regional approach paves the way for mass adoption
and thoughtful implementation across a multitude of
transportation platforms.
More coordination: There is a need for broader
engagement among various internal DOT stakeholders.
Interagency conversation is key to a multi-modal CAV
approach. Engage local governments and stakeholders
collectively from the start with planning efforts.
Learn from other modes and industries: Leverage
lessons learned from modes like freight, rail and air that
have already integrated automation.

MAASTO: CONNECTED AND AUTOMATED VEHICLES SUMMIT
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7. FORMING A REGIONAL STRATEGY
DRAFT 10-YEAR MAASTO
CAV REGIONAL STRATEGY

Day 2 was reserved for MAASTO member states only to
foster candid conversations in small groups to help inform
and develop a 10-year MAASTO CAV Regional Strategy. Over
90 state DOT staff attended the workshop. Attendees had
expertise in policy, planning, motor vehicle administration,
law and policy, engagement, communications, research
and innovation, ITS, TSMO, CAV, management, freight,
active transportation, local and tribal government relations,
engineering, and many other disciplines.

SHORT-TERM STRATEGIES

OVERVIEW OF DRAFT STRATEGY

3.

The MAASTO CAV Committee Chairs overviewed the draft
strategy prepared for the summit. This draft was formulated
based on multiple surveys, one-to-one conversations,
committee meetings and informed by the MAASTO Board of
Directors. This includes 14 strategies in the short-term, midterm and long-term (10+ years).
Each strategy includes specific tactics and deliverables for
the MAASTO states to advance and review. Participants
used Mentimeter real-time polling to provide feedback on
the strengths of the strategies, address gaps, and prioritized
which strategies to work on first.

STRATEGY STRENGTHS AND
WEAKNESSES
STRENGTHS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Very comprehensive, strong strategies for the region to
focus on
Addresses the many aspects of CAV that impact state dots
Strategic approach allows the region to focus on 2-3
strategies at a time
Allows flexibility to revise approach as technology and
needs change
Appropriate mix of multi-disciplinary strategies
Exciting! This includes lots of potential opportunity

WEAKNESSES
•
•
•
•
•

Include a clearer focus on safety
Focus on developing DOT CAV strategic plans
Find ways to gather private sector feedback as a region
Create uniform terms and definitions
Address motorcycle mobility

MAASTO: CONNECTED AND AUTOMATED VEHICLES SUMMIT

1.
2.

4.

5.
6.

Research CAV impacts on transportation
budgets, projects, operations and business needs
Leverage industry partners/ academia to
research CAV issues
Identify opportunities to share data collected
across states (and address data governance)
Work with local communities to address
accessibility and equity for those with unmet
transportation needs
Host an annual CAV conference
Encourage DOTs to understand legislative
concerns about CAV, including those that impact
DMVs

MID-TERM STRATEGIES
7.
8.

Develop model AV legislation
Engage law enforcement and first responders
regarding enforcement and public safety
9. Work with Mid-America Freight Coalition to
prioritize freight movements for regional CAV
efforts
10. Collaborate to develop uniform minimum
following distance platooning laws
11. Create a CAV regional forecasting and scenario
plans

LONG-TERM STRATEGIES
12. Understand how long-range transportation
planning is impacted by platooning, connected
vehicle technologies, autonomous shuttles, and
other CAV technologies
13. Support local governments in preparing
for CAV through education and continued
communication
14. Coordinate on US DOT grant opportunities
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CAV impacts to state DOTs (org/budget/staff)
4.1

Research
Data sharing
4.3

Model AV legislation and engaging policy makers
4.2

Automated freight and platooning
3.8

CAV regional forecasting and planning

HIGH PRIORITY

LOW PRIORITY

3.6

3.6

Local and tribal government coordination
3.2

Accessibility, equity and unmet transportation needs
3.5

•
•
•
•

Address when CAV deployment will occur
Understand how this ties to the National Strategy on
Transportation Automation
More focus on outreach and engagement to address the
needs of communities facing transportation barriers
Increase budgets for CAV programs within DOTs

MAASTO member states identified the
region’s top CAV priorities, starting with
data sharing, AV policy and
organizational readiness.

8 BREAKOUT SESSIONS
1. CAV impacts to DOTs (e.g. CAV impacts on
budgets, staffing, operations and business)
(strategy 1)
2. Research (strategy 2)
3. Data sharing (strategy 3)
4. Model AV legislation and engaging policy
makers (strategies 6-8)
5. Automated freight and platooning
(strategies 9-10)

FACILITATED BREAKOUTS AND
DISCUSSION
For the purposes of the summit, the strategies were
combined into 8 breakout sessions. Each breakout had a
facilitator and notetaker from a different MAASTO state
with strong expertise in their respective topic area.

6. CAV regional forecasting and planning
(strategies 11-12)
7. Coordination with local and tribal
governments (strategies 13-14)
8. Accessibility, equity and unmet
transportation needs (strategy 4)
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8. REPORT OUT – WHAT DID WE LEARN?
Breakout hosts and participants shared their high-level
feedback and takeaways after the breakouts, and took
detailed notes during the conversations. Key takeaways for
each working group are summarized below.

•

1. CAV IMPACTS TO DOTS
There is wide range of organizational readiness across
MAASTO DOTs. Some DOTs created full teams or offices
where others only have 1-2 staff that have designated CAV
responsibilities they share within each agency. Most state
programs foster a collaborative environment, focusing in
several key areas:

•

Research - Strategically collaborate with research
partners. This includes developing a process for
MAASTO states to share information when they meet
with industry participants so industry doesn’t have to
meet with each state individually and the states can pool
resources.
•
Work with your DMV as policy and legislation is critical
to licensing and registration
•
What does a CAV program need to be successful?
Outreach and engagement with the public, flexible
procurement, legislative support, designated staff,
expertise, policy development, and executive support
among others.

•

Participate in national efforts

•

Document organizational readiness best practices MAASTO should conduct a survey of these topics across
states to summarize what a transportation organization
needs to do to be ready for CAV.

2. RESEARCH

Research the safety benefits – Cooperative
research to verify/validate/prove the promised
safety benefits being realized with new CAV
technologies.

–

Collaborate on freight research because freight is
an early adopter and relies on interstates
Pavement marking improvement: Research 6-inch
lane markings and high contrast visibility markings
Connected signals/intersections are being
looked at by many states, MAASTO states should
collaborate to share challenges, best practices,
lessons learned, etc.
Winter weather is a shared theme in the Midwest.
Any CAV research in winter conditions would be
valuable to collaborate on. Research AV sensor
accuracy in snow, since winter weather common
across MAASTO states.
Work zones: Research should include work in work
zones as that was a common theme across states,
but there hasn’t been much collaboration between
states yet. Develop standard best practices

–

Education and outreach – Document the best practice
of demonstrating AV technologies to the public so the
public isn’t uncertain, uninformed or fearful of the
technology.

•

–

–

•

•

AASTO should advance the following 6 research
priorities:

–

•

–

Avoid duplicating efforts: Be mindful of not duplicating
efforts and address how we manage that as a region.
Membership: The MAASTO CAV Research subgroup
should include MAASTO members, academia, industry,
with at least 1 representative from each MAASTO state.
Next step will be to identify the group, identify the
lead champion, and then identify possible funding
mechanisms to prioritize research efforts.

3. DATA SHARING
Privacy and personally identifiable information is key. If we
can’t effectively share data across our state, how are we
doing to do it across the region? Procure data together as a
region. Data ethics will also be very important.

Leverage industry partners and academia to research CAV
issues. Include OEMs, tech startups and industry in developing
research needs.
MAASTO: CONNECTED AND AUTOMATED VEHICLES SUMMIT
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4. MODEL AV LEGISLATION AND
ENGAGING POLICY MAKERS
Develop a framework document to discuss common themes
and language across states, including identifying how we
talk about CAVs, confusing and common terminology, and
a CAV glossary. Fold CAV into current policy instead of
creating a whole new structure (e.g. don’t create a new
accident reporting system for AVs; just update the current
form). Liability is important to address but this isn’t a primary
DOT responsibility, however we can support these efforts.
Collaborate to address how we collectively inspect AV systems
and how we assess whether AVs are safe for public testing.

5. AUTOMATED FREIGHT AND
PLATOONING
Region needs to focus on automated freight. We need
to engage other modes that are using other levels of
automation, such as rail, ports and air. Main theme is
consistency: we need consistency across state lines and in
the terms that we use. We need federal leadership. Need a
lot of education for policy makers and stakeholders. More
collaboration and coalition-building is critical. State DOTs can
lead this work. We have a role to support adoption. State
Freight Advisory Committees can help lead.

GOALS:
•

Define a network where these operations can take place.

•

Work on uniform legislative efforts on following
distance.

•

Uniform registration for truck platooning and AVs for
DMVs/law enforcement

•

Formally reach out to other modes: rail, air, etc. on how
they already use or have integrated CAV technology.

•

Identify participants for these discussions.

•

Work with the Mid-America Freight Coalition on next
steps.

•

Address IT security and updates to vehicles and
supporting infrastructure.

6. CAV REGIONAL FORECASTING
AND PLANNING
How do we adapt long-standing planning practices to these
uncertainties?
–

Need to build a shared understanding of what CAV
transportation planning looks like

–

Consider developing a regional model by creating
common baseline assumptions, such as lane capacity and
a range of deployment scenarios.

–

Deployment timeframes: Address whether a common
timeframe across MAASTO is helpful. Some states may
see deployment earlier than others, but there is strong
consensus that a common framework is needed.

–

Support local units of government, which often look to
state DOTs for this planning leadership.

–

Address how do we include shorter/mid-term strategies
(e.g. 5-10 years) for CAV since DOT long-range plans look
20 years out.

–

Are trigger points/thresholds needed to make more
serious revisions to plans, such as market penetration
rates?

–

Select a few focus areas to prioritize in long-range
plans as a region to have a common approach, e.g. lane
markings; usability, accessibility; prioritizing winter;
thinking about rural transportation. We could collectively
push the national conversation through this work.

NEXT STEPS:
•

Hold AV demonstrations in our region and other parts
of the country. Understand how we can enable these
technologies.

•

Work with state freight advisory committees.
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7. COORDINATION WITH LOCAL AND
TRIBAL GOVERNMENTS
Tribal and local relationships are critical to DOTs. Many of
these communities are facing transportation and public
health challenges as well as gaps in broadband connectivity.
All MAASTO states interact with tribes differently and not all
MAASTO states have federally-recognized tribes. Education
and communications are key.
•

Actions:
–

Conduct tribal outreach (Wisconsin volunteered)

–

Connect with local governments (Minnesota
volunteered)

–

Review projects for grant opportunities that can be
applied for on behalf of and with tribes and local
governments (Indiana will champion)

–

Create shared resources or technical documents,
like the Minnesota DOT Strategic CAV
Communications and Engagement Plan.

–

Apply for joint grant funding to support local
governments and tribes. But if we as states are still
unclear how we’re preparing, perhaps we wait for
University of Iowa rural research and in the interim
we can just share our own lessons learned

8. ACCESSIBILITY, EQUITY AND
UNMET TRANSPORTATION NEEDS
MAASTO does not have a great outreach toolkit we can use.
Need to recognize that some policies that negatively impact
communities. With COVID-19 and economic uncertainties,
we need to find other ways to get people involved. We
must meet communities where they’re at. Ask them what
problems we’re trying to solve. Next steps include:
•

Update DOT/CAV strategic plans to include education,
engineering, law enforcement, equity and outreach

•

Involve local partners in the development of strategic
plans. Plans need to be unveiled to local partners for
feedback.

MAASTO: CONNECTED AND AUTOMATED VEHICLES SUMMIT

•

Create CAV community advisory groups: Need specific
groups that we meet with several times a year for
feedback on plans and projects.

•

Develop CAV “liaisons” to reach out to local tribes and
communities, including community members who are
disengaged and face transportation barriers.

•

Need a Governor’s Advisory Council that can reach out
to groups who work with disadvantaged communities.

•

Inventory MAASTO outreach best practices and
strategies and create a CAV engagement toolkit.

•

Have more meetings like this where we can meet with
other DOTs. Have extended meetings to address a
specific topic.

•

Use an equity lens in our work

•

Need performance metrics in how our policies are
affecting marginalized communities

•

Conduct regional community CAV surveys and
outreach to hear thoughts on CAV and transportation.
Keep intersectionality in mind. Be mindful when
surveying that not everyone understands CAV.

•

Develop pamphlets and other resources to educate
folks.

•

Use the International Association of Public
Participation (IAP2) spectrum to consider how we are
engaging communities to ensure we are not simply
informing them, but consulting and collaborating and
eventually empowering them to use CAV technologies to
solve their unique transportation challenges.

Participants noted their interest in continuing to convene in
these working groups. Clear leads will need to be identified
and ensure broader MAASTO DOT staff participation.
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CLOSING
The summit concluded with the 10 MAASTO states sharing their final thoughts and ideas for engaging and collaborating over
the next year.
WHAT DOES SUCCESS IN THE NEXT YEAR LOOK WHAT CAN WE START WORKING ON IN NEXT 6
LIKE?
MONTHS?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Getting these strategies identified and organized to
integrate into DOT plans
Benchmarking other programs in the next year
Finalize a plan and begin working towards 2-3
deliverables
Outcomes must address safety, reliability and efficiency
for all people and the movement of goods

WHAT CAN WE DO TO IMPROVE FOR THE NEXT
SUMMIT?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

More time for longer virtual breakouts.
Technology demonstrations (if in person)
Set goals for the next 6 months and year
More industry involvement
Support more multi-modal discussions. Include transit,
and other modes

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Continue communication and collaboration with this
group
CAV Committee can continue to share communications
Prioritize our top 2-3 goals in the strategy
Publish the Summit Summary Report and final 10-Year
CAV Regional Strategy and working group structures
Need benchmarking on who is leading what efforts
nationally
More opportunities to coordinate on grant initiatives
A regular webinar or better understanding of CAV/
emerging technology trends
Bring updates on our own action items to this group

MAJOR SUMMIT TAKEAWAYS
9

Cooperation, coordination and
working together on things that
MAASTO can help with

9

Collaboration and networking is
critical for us to have people we
can reach out to in this work

9

This is a good forum to interface
with other states

9

Events like this reinvigorate us to
do this work

9

Blocking out 2 days is very
9
valuable to learn from each other

9

We’re all in different places in
preparedness

9

The variety of efforts is incredible

9

We are leaders; we have
expertise; we are ready to kick
this off

9

Need consistency in laws and
processes

9

Embrace uncertainty

9

Knowing we’re not in this alone is
important (“rising tides raise all
boats”)

9

Sometimes these virtual
environments can be more
intimate

It’s exciting to take 2 days out to
hear from our counterparts in
other states

WHAT’S NEXT ?
Summit notes were compiled into this Summary Report and used to revise the draft CAV Regional Strategy. The MAASTO
CAV Committee will begin advancing the strategies discussed at the summit, with the goal to complete early deliverables by
the Fall 2021 summit.

PUBLISH
REPORT AND
REGIONAL
STRATEGY
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